Prepare your facility for today's
needs — and tomorrow’s.
Go beyond efficiency with the latest innovation from FSC Lighting: the newly patented
PowerPlus technology.
PowerPlus transforms FSC Lighting fixtures into ports that power electronics, including
IoT devices. Simple, versatile and efficient — just plug in, power up and get connected.

FSC LIGHTING MEETS POWERPLUS

LOGISTICS WAREHOUSES

HOSPITAL PARKING STRUCTURE

Romeoville, IL
LEHB Series LED High Bay with PowerPlus

Torrance, CA
CPC-L8500 Series LED Peaked Strip with PowerPlus

This customer’s two facilities—totaling 1.2 million square feet—don’t
just have clean, safe, energy-efficient lighting from FSC— they reduced
installation costs by incorporating PowerPlus. These fixtures power
RFID readers and have the capability of powering security cameras,
WiFi hotspots and asset tracking devices.

A PowerPlus integration enabled this customer to combine daylight
harvesting and occupancy-based control sensors, helping maintain
a well-lit, safe parking structure and save on energy costs. With
PowerPlus, these custom designed luminaires can easily power
parking guidance systems and security cameras.

TM

HOW IT WORKS
PowerPlus modules are installed in FSC Lighting fixtures internally or in an external box
mounted at the end of the fixture. Secondary devices like security cameras, RFID readers
and parking guidance systems are then physically connected to the fixtures via cord and
plug, hardwire or POE injector. PowerPlus can be installed in all or just some fixtures.
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BENEFITS
•
•
•
•

Future-proof (prepares facilities for tomorrow's needs)
Fewer pipes and wires
Less “home run” wiring (the wiring of a circuit to a
centralized power distribution point)
Reduced labor costs

•

IoT ready

•

Aesthetically pleasing

•

Instantly makes a facility more dynamic

•

Relocatable power source

•

Convenience outlet

We’ll help you power what’s possible.
(877) 960-3339

FSC develops innovative, customizable, energy-efficient lighting solutions for hundreds

fsclighting.com

of customers. Get in touch to see how we can help your facility go beyond efficiency.

